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C#

DATE :
Skill Card 1 of 4

BALTIMORE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE ACADEMY
FADO TRUCK SKILLS ASSESSMENT

LADDER PIPE SKILLS CARD


Crew will act as silent partners for candidate, and only act when directed by candidate.

PERFORMED

SKILLS

NOT
PERFORMED

COMMENTS

Position truck for ladder pipe
operation
Set parking brake/chock wheels
Engage PTO/Ladder Power
Set Outriggers
Prepare ladder for a tip-mounted water
flow device
Simulates safely flowing water
Demonstrate ability to redirect stream
Ask: What are the restrictions on the
distance between the truck and the
supply engine
Ask: What is the fire flow for a 2” tip
with 200’ of 4” hose?
Ask: What information do you need to
give the engine pumping the truck?
10 ITEMS TOTAL
THE 6 GREY ITEMS MUST BE PERFORMED TO PASS

TOTAL
POINTS

***Evaluators are to complete both sides of this form***
Instructors and field personnel are only to intervene when issues of safety arise.
CANDIDATE’S SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________________
EVALUATING INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE: ______________________________________
DATE:

PRINT
NAME:
Rev. 8/30/2018

LAST NAME:

C#
Skill Card 2 of 4

BALTIMORE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE ACADEMY
TRUCK FADO SKILLS ASSESSMENT

APPARATUS SET UP & TOWER ROOF OPERATIONS SKILLS CARD


Candidate is expected to be in full PPE, including eye protection, not on air, when performing roof
operations.

Timed Portion
SKILLS

PERFORMED

NOT
PERFORMED

COMMENTS

Position truck to access 2 sides of the
building
Set parking brake & chock front wheels
Engage PTO/Ladder power
Set outriggers with ground pads
Verbalizes checking for overhead
obstructions
Position ladder for roof access
Safely ascends to roof
Safely descends to turntable
Reposition aerial to window (identified
by instructor) for rescue
Ask: Why do we lower the ladder to
the victim?
Ask: In what order do you deploy the
aerial ladder
11 Total possible points: 8 are required to pass
**GREY ITEMS MUST BE PERFORMED**

Instructors and field personnel are only to intervene when issues of safety arise.
CANDIDATE’S SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________
EVALUATING INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE: ___________________________________

DATE:

PRINT
NAME:

Rev. 3/29/2017

C#

LAST NAME:
Skill Card 3 of 4

BALTIMORE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE ACADEMY
FADO TRUCK SKILLS ASSESSMENT

STOKES BASKET SKILLS CARD



Crew will act as silent partners for candidate, and only act when directed by candidate.
A fire department knot is easily tied, easily untied and easily identified.

10 Minute
Time Limit

12 Minute Time Limit

SKILLS

PERFORMED

NOT
PERFORMED

COMMENTS

Position truck for stokes
basket operations
Set Parking Brake & Chock
front wheels
Secure airplane to aerial
Ensure mainline is secured to
base of bed ladder
Ensure mainline is secured to base
of bed ladder with a fire
department knot and safety
Attach bridle to basket and to main
& safety lines with a fire
department knot and
safety
Attach tag lines to basket
Move basket to roof of tower
Move basket from tower to 3rd floor
roof between roof prop & tower and
back to ground
Ask: What is the tip load of this
truck/tower
water

**ALL 10 ITEMS MUST BE PERFORMED**

TOTAL POINTS

Instructors and field personnel are only to intervene when issues of safety arise.
CANDIDATE’S SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________
EVALUATING INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE: ____________________________________
DATE:

PRINT
NAME:
Rev. 8/30/2018

LAST NAME:

C#
Skill Card 4 of 4

BALTIMORE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE ACADEMY
FADO TRUCK SKILLS ASSESSMENT

ROOF ACCESS & VENTING SKILLS CARD







Crew will act as silent partners for candidate, and only act when directed by candidate.
Discuss proper technique for short jacking.
Truck will be backed in for ladder operations and also may need to be short jacked.
A portion of this skill is timed. The time begins as indicated below for each timed segment.
The maximum time for the TIMED PORTION is 10 MINUTES.
Candidate is expected to be in full PPE to include eye protection, not on air, before the evolution begins.

SKILLS

PERFORMED

NOT
PERFORMED

COMMENTS

12 Minute Time Limit

Set parking brake & chock front
wheels
Engage PTO/Ladder power (time
begins)
Set outriggers with ground pads
Verbalizes checking for overhead
obstructions
Position ladder for residential roof
access (time ends)
Full PPE, eye protection, not on air,
and safely starts rotary saw on
ground (no drop starts) (time begins)
Safely carries rotary saw to the roof
Sounds and safely transitions to roof
Safely starts rotary saw on
roof (no drop starts)
Safely cuts triangle on slanted roof
(time ends at completion of roof
cut)
Transitions
back to ladder
Safely descends to turntable
with rotary saw
**ALL 12 ITEMS MUST BE PERFORMED**

TOTAL POINTS

Instructors and field personnel are only to intervene when issues of safety arise.
CANDIDATE’S SIGNATURE:

_

EVALUATING INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE: _____________________________________
DATE:

PRINT NAME:
Rev. 8/30/2018

